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     The Revival-4K is a stereo master compressor.The mix-buss compressor design 

from the G-series consoles has been brought up to date using SSL's latest 

Superanalogue circuitry.The unit is housed in a 1U rackmount case which extends 

325mm behind the rack ears. Two pairs of XLRs on the rear panel supply balanced 

stereo line I/O, and a further female XLR offers an external key input. A recessed 

switch isolates signal and chassis earths if necessary, and the IEC mains inlet 

incorporates a fuse holder which can configure the operating voltage for different 

regions. Construction is to exceptionally high standards, with very neat and safe 

wiring. 

The classic functional styling of the front panel makes it easy and quick to use, with 

simple controls providing all the essential parameters, and a traditional moving-coil 

gain-reduction meter indicating up to 20dB of attenuation. The first of the six 

rotary controls adjusts the threshold continuously from -15dBu to +15dBu. The next 

three are rotary switches, providing attack times of 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, or 30ms; ratios 

of 2:1, 4:1, or 10:1; and release times of 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, or 1.2s, or an automatic 

release mode. The continuously variable Make-up knob spans 0dB to +15dB, and 

large illuminated buttons activate the compressor circuitry, the external side-chain 

key input, and the VCA couping function can be control VCA control signal from left 

right or mono. 
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      About US 

   Thank you for purchasing this Ferrman Pro 
audio product.    
   The Ferrman studio consists of two experienced 
audio engineers.They are come from Beijing of 
China.Since working for many years, they have 
accumulated a wealth of digital analog audio 
experience.Due to interest, two people set up their 
own audio studio  in 2017.They design and produce 

audio equipment,includingmicpre、compressor、

equalizer、mixer etc.. 

    The Revival-4K using high grade components to 
ensure optimum performance that will last a lifetime.

      Overview 



Your Ferrman package contains the following: 
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      Summary of Features  

•Use G-series mixer console  super analogue circuitry 

•Attack Time with 5 Step control:0.1、0.3、1、10、30mS 

•Release Time with 5 Step control：0.1、0.3、0.6、1.2S、AUTO 

•Compressor ratio with 3 Step control：2：1、4:1、10：1 

•Build in 2 group THAT2180 VCA control IC 

•VCA couping control function can switch with:L、R、L+R 

•SIFAM original DB Compressor meter 

•Really stereo side-chain control 

•True bypass function when device power-off 

•1U SSL style front panel

      What’s in the box 

Power Cable Owner’s Manual

The Revival 4K hardware
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      Quick setup guide 

Using Revival 4K device in to the analog console.  

A typical wiring “Y” lead cable
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      Hardware introduction 

①COMPRESSOR METER:Compressor reduction level indication. 

②THRESHOLD: Gain reduction threshold control.Threshold sets the operating 

level for the knee of the compressor. Threshold is continuously adjustable from 
-15 dB to +15 dB.  
③RATIO:Compressor ratio control.Ratio sets the ratio of signal level to signal 

gain, i.e., the compression ratio. Ratio can be switched between 2:1, 4:1 and 10:1.  
④Attack-mS：Attack controls the quickness of the compressor’s response to 

⑤Release-S:The Release time of the master compressor is switchable between 

0.1,0.3,0.6and 1.2 seconds, or to automatic. If Auto is selected, the release time is 

dependent upon the duration of the program peak.  
⑥MAKE-UP:Make up Gain compensates for change in signal level due to compressor 

activity. Make up is continuously variable from 0 dB to +15 dB.  
⑦COMPRESSOR:In serves as a bypass button. When In is selected, the compressor 

is active. When deselected, the compressor is in bypass. 
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      Hardware introduction 

⑧S/C:Master bus compressor and to control its sidechain from an external 

signal.

⑨COUPLING: The Coupling control connects VCA IC control signals from left 

input 、right input  or mono input.

VCA coupling control signal diagram
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      Device Specification 

Device 
Connector Type XLR,balance

THD+N 0.02 %@1kHz,unity gain

Max Input Level  23.5  dBu,<0.1% THD+N@ 1kHz,unity gain

Max output Level  23.5  dBu,<0.1% THD+N@ 1kHz,unity gain

Frequency Response 20Hz - 20kHz,±0.02 dB

Singal Noise Ratio 90 dB@+4 dBu,unity gain

Cross Talk 100 dB@+4 dBu,unity gain

Dynamic range ＞ 118 dB@+23.5 dBu,unity gain

Balance input&output impedance 600 Ohm

Power:

Connector Type AC 190V - 240V 
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     Troubleshooting 

    1. Make sure your and all equipment connected to it are powered on.  

 2. Disconnect/reconnect your power supply.  

 3. Check your connection cables and audio sources.  

 4. Isolate the problem by disconnecting any extraneous equipment in your 
signal chain.  


